Tournament Travel Behavior Guidelines and Contract
On this trip you will have an opportunity to meet new people, to see and experience new things, to live on your own
with other people your own age, and to share with them friendship, fun and excitement, a few disappointments, and
many great times.
All participants on the trip are expected to be polite, positive, well-mannered, cooperative, good sports, and
respectful and considerate of others - those you encounter along the way as well as those with whom you are
traveling.
The few rules are for the health, safety, and happiness of everyone. Rooms, roommates, and van/driving partners
are assigned so that everyone gets time with everyone else, and to avoid hassles and hurt feelings. The goal is to
foster interaction within the group, and encourage greater involvement with the people and places that will be
encountered along the way.
Each player will be expected to observe the following guidelines:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Adhere to check-in times, curfews, and places set by Coach.
Follow the Buddy System at ALL times - WHENEVER OUT OF ROOM. NO ONE GOES ANYWHERE
ALONE!!
No member of the opposite sex allowed in players rooms
No players allowed in rooms of members of the opposite sex
No Alcohol consumption
Listen to and adhere to Room Captain's - Room captain is responsible for leading their roommates by:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Establishing that everyone has a BUDDY every time they leave room
Designating who has room keys and keeps rooms locked at all times/SAFETY
Getting all roommates up on time for breakfast at designated times
Establishing shower schedules and make certain roommates stay on schedule
Getting roommates to have their laundry bags ready at preset times
Getting roommates to get ready to meet schedules for van departure and games
Getting roommates to dinner and other activities at set meeting times
Making certain all curfews are met & all roommates are in room before curfew
Getting roommates to team meetings on time
Getting roommates to keep rooms organized so personal items can be found/SAFE
Communicating problems to Team Manager or Coach
Getting roommates to respect players’ pre-game rituals

At coach’s discretion, if a “problem” occurs, i.e., missed curfew, the Room Captain is held responsible and may be
“punished” by not being allowed to play in part or all of the next game or some other predefined consequence.
I agree to follow the behavior guidelines for the trip, and I understand the consequences if I do not live within them.
I also understand that if I am sent home, my family and I will be liable for all expenses incurred as a result of that
decision of the group leaders, including those incurred by any group leaders who must accompany me along the
way.
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